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ABSTRACT 

 

 
The paper describes the performed comparisons of measured and simulated local core data 
based on the OECD/NEA Benchmark on Kalinin-3 NPP: 'Switching off of one of the four 
operating main circulation pumps at nominal reactor power'. The local measurements of in-
core self-powered neutron detectors (SPND) in 64 fuel assemblies (FA) on 7 axial levels are 
used for the comparisons of the assemblies’ axial power distributions and the thermocouples’ 
readings at 93 FA heads are applied for the FA coolant temperature comparisons. 
The analyses are done on the base of benchmark transient calculations performed with the 
coupled system code ATHLET/BIPR-VVER. In order to describe more realistically the fluid 
mixing phenomena in a reactor pressure vessel (RPV) a new enhanced nodalization scheme is 
being developed. It could take into account asymmetric flow behaviour in the RPV structures 
like downcomer, reactor core inlet and outlet, control rods’ guided tubes, support grids etc. 
For this purpose details of the core geometry are modelled. About 58000 control volumes and 
junctions are applied. Cross connection are used to describe the interaction between the fluid 
objects.  

The performed comparisons are of great interest because they show some advantages by 
performing coupled code production pseudo-3D analysis of NPPs applying the parallel 
thermo-hydraulic channel methodology (or 1D thermo-hydraulic system code modeling). 

 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
 
The correct modeling of the three-dimensional coolant parameters’ distribution in the core is a 
great challenge for the coupled code calculations. The application of a three-dimensional 
neutron kinetics for the analysis of the space-dependent power distribution demands detailed 
knowledge of the feedback effects determined mainly by the time evolutions of the local 
thermal-hydraulics parameter distributions. In the performed studies [1-3] were already shown 
the importance of the correct modelling and interpretation of the fuel assemblies’ outlet 
thermocouple measured data for the validation of coupled code transient simulations [4]. 
Traditional CFD approaches are strongly limited by modeling a full core because they are 



extremely CPU intensive. Usually they apply a porous medium model of the core by which 
internal geometrical core structures are smoothed. This leads to simplifications of the real 
geometry of the reactor and as a consequence to a loss of important information by modelling.  
 
The other possibility to perform three dimensional simulations is to apply properly one-
dimensional system codes (e.g. ATHLET [5]) taking properly into account the flow exchange 
(cross flows) in the system of parallel channels. The main advantages of these codes are the 
moderate CPU requirements by full core modeling by quite good accuracy of the simulated 
results.  

Therefore it is of interest to explore and extend the possibilities of 1D system codes in 
simulating 3D flows. The so called “Macro-Model” of the RPV is being designed for the 
thermal-hydraulic code ATHLT coupled with the neutron kinetic core model BIPR-VVER [6] 
applying a RPV nodalization scheme with relatively small number of parallel channels. The 
Macro-Model [1, 9] proved its capabilities by predicting correctly all measured integral values 
in the coolant transients specified by the VVER-1000CT-1Benchmark [1], VVER-1000CT-2 
Benchmark[7, 8] and OECD/NEA Benchmark KALININ-3 [9]. 
 
Nevertheless the discrepancies between simulated and measured temperatures in the vicinity 
of the thermocouples at assemblies’ outlets have encouraged the development of the second 
“Micro-Model” [2, 3] which pays more attention to the fluid mixing phenomena at 
assemblies’ outlets and introduces more detailed nodalization of the RPV. To simulate better 
the very weak mixing of the coolant coming out from the control rod guide tubes with the 
coolant which cools the fuel rods, additional parallel channels for the description of the flow 
through control rod guide tubes are introduced. 
 
The following paper gives an overview of the further development of a RPV nodalization 
scheme based on a novel approach introduced in [10]; the new scheme is explained and its 
differences with previous versions are discussed. It is also applied to study OECD/NEA 
coolant transient Benchmark (K-3) on measured data at Kalinin-3 Nuclear Power Plant 
(NPP)[11]. 
 
 

2. NEW ENHANCED RPV NODALIZATION SCHEME 
 
 
The new RPV nodalization scheme is characterized with a high amount of detailed objects 
describing the RPV volume. The first results with the new model were presented in [12-14]. It 
is assumed that the basic thermal-hydraulic structure consists of parallel TH channels passing 
through the entire reactor volume - from the top to the bottom part [10]. There are 163 
channels, one channel per fuel assembly. Each parallel TH channels has six boundary 
elements (it can be either other parallel TH channels or parts of the in-vessel construction 
elements). A downcomer is also modelled as a system of parallel TH channels. In contrast to 
the “Macro-Model” and “Micro-Model” where a number of parallel channels in the 
downcomer are six and sixteen correspondingly, the new downcomer parallel channels are 
predetermined by internal hexagonal structures. Each parallel channel in the downcomer is 
connected with the bottom parts of the internal hexagonal structures (maximum number of 
neighbouring interface planes are 3; minimum - one) through boundary elements (Fig. 1). 
Similar structures have the elements of the upper part of the core connected to the outlet 
nozzles of the hot legs.  



 
 
Regarding the construction of nozzle elements, their modeling is on one hand predetermined 
by the partitioning of the downcomer (or of the upper plenum) on the elements over a circle 
and is related to the formation of boundary elements. On the other hand, the nozzle 
partitioning in the vertical direction determines the nozzle elements grid. 
 
All parallel TH channels (in the core or in other places of the reactor pressure vessel) are 
connected with each other by cross flow elements. 

 
As already mentioned the “Macro-Model” does not consider the flow through the control 
rods’ guide tubes. An improved “Micro-Model” has one additional parallel channel per fuel 
assembly which simulates the guide tube flow. At the assemblies’ heads, where the 
thermocouples are located the flow mixing partially is taken into account with the introduced 
correction coefficient [3-4]. The new scheme models in detail (among other parts of RPV, for 
details see [10, 12-14]) the region of the lower grid of the shielding tubes block (Fig. 2) and 
the region of the assembly head above its lower grid, which eliminates the need for the above 
mentioned correction coefficient. Fig. 3 shows the schematic representation of the assembly 
head with its components.  

Fig. 1 Nodalization of the lower part of RPV 

Fig. 2 Nodalization of the region of the lower grid of the shielding tubes’ block 



 
The RPV nodalization into fluid objects is carried out automatically applying a pre-processor 
code system. For this purpose the geometric data and information of the reactor construction 
along its height is used. Thermal structures are assigned to all objects located not only in the 
active part of the core but also to other important reactor structures. All additional necessary 
information and material properties along the axial direction of the objects are also created 
automatically. The result of the pre-processor is the automatic generation of the input deck of 
ATHLET code. 
 
As by the “Micro-Model” and “Macro-Model” the core is neutron-kinetically modelled with 
163 nodes in radial plane (one node per fuel assembly in X-Y plane) and with 10 nodes in 
axial direction. The neutron-kinetics code BIPR-VVER uses its own cross section library 
which generates the set of reactor constants for the needed burnup state of the core. 

 
 
 

3. TEST PROBLEM DEFINITION 
 
 
To test an accuracy of the new nodalization scheme for the coupled code system ATHLET-
BIPR-VVER, measured data at Kalinin 3 NPP is considered. Switch off of one main coolant 
pump (MCP) transient at nominal reactor power (98.6% of nominal power, fuel assemblies 

Fig. 3 Upper part of the fuel assembly and its components (right – model). UH – upper part 
of heated section; UN – nonheated part up to fuel rod end; AH1 – outer lower section of 
assembly head – from lower assembly grid up to middle part of assembly’s head; AH2 – 

outer upper part of assembly head – from middle assembly grid up to  lower shielding tubes 
grid; BT1 - inner lower section of assembly head – from lower assembly grid up to middle 

part of assembly’s head; BT2 - inner upper section of assembly head – from lower assembly 
grid up to middle part of assembly’s head; HT – upper section of assembly head – from 

upper grid of assembly head up to assembly head end; “GCH” is the outlet from guide tubes 
and central channel in the vicinity of HT. 



type TVSA, first load, 126 effective days) is analysed. The transient scenario and data are 
taken from the “OECD/NEA coolant transient Benchmark (K-3) on measured data at Kalinin-
3 NPP” benchmark problem (OECD K-3 Benchmark) [11]. The secondary loop is partially 
excluded from modeling, the experimental data are taken as an input data at the inlet of RPV 
along the flow in the primary loops. The geometry of the primary coolant loops, steam 
generator collectors, U-tubes is completely preserved. The total coolant volume is controlled 
by the pressurizer level based on the experimental data. The RPV outlet pressure is also taken 
from the measurements. It allows preserving the thermohydraulic properties of the coolant 
system and using the pump characteristics to match the experimental values of primary loop 
coolant mass flow to the simulation.  
 
Of primary interest for our investigations are the comparisons of the measured data of 93 
thermocouples at the core exit and the data of the self power neutron detectors located at 7 
axial layers in 64 fuel assemblies. For all of them measured data are available with a time 
resolution of 1 s. 
 
 
 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

 
 
To compare the results of different models the normalized Euclidian Distance ),( mcD  (ED) 

between simulated ic and measured im power time series is calculated for each model and the 

whole set of available measured points (64 assemblies with 7 layers for 300 s): 
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where T  is the number of time measurements, N  is the number of assemblies, L is the 
number of axial layers, ),( mcDt  is the ED at time t , and ),,( lmcDt  is the ED at time t  and 

layer l . In Table 1 the ED for the linear power density is shown and in Table 2 - the ED  for 
total power density. It can be clearly seen that for linear and total power the similarity 
between power time series calculated with the new model and with the measured time series 
is increased. 
 
Fig. 4 shows the time dependence of ED for the total power which has practically no trend 
and stays in the region between 3.35% and 3.61%. 



 

Table 1 Layerwise ED (in %) between simulated and measured  axial power densities 

Model/Layer 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Total 

Macro-Model 5.02 4.39 4.3 4.62 3.24 3.71 8.26 5.02 

Micro-Model 4.37 3.20 2.86 3.33 3.66 4.65 8.86 4.79 

New Model 4.02 3.17 3.27 4.15 3.63 3.32 5.60 3.95 

 
It can be seen in the Table 2 that the results for the upper part of the core are much better for 
the new model which is connected with the fact that the redistribution of the mass flow rate 
(especialy in upper part of the coore) is being taken into account. That leads to considerable 
changes of ccolant density and fuel temperatures distributions that  influence the feedbacks of 
the neutron-physical core model.  
 

Table 2 ED for the total power 

Model Power [%] 

Macro-Model 4.22 

Micro-Model 4.20 

New Model 3.47 
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Fig. 4 Euclidian distance of total power versus transient time 

 
Furthermore ED of simulated and measured coolant temperature time series in the upper part 
of assemblies is compared for the new model. Especially regions “UH”, “HT” and “UP” (see 
Fig. 3) are most interesting since they are modelled correctly only in the new model. To 
obtain a hint how large is the contribution of neutron kinetics part of the coupled model in 
Table 3 results are presented for the case with and without coupling to neutron kinetics core 
module BIPR-VVER.  
 



Table 3 ED for different regions in the upper part of fuel assembly 

Object No neutron kinetics [%] Coupled Calculation [%] 

UH 2.52 2.52 

UP 2.54 2.53 

HT 0.76 0.92 

 
The smallest ED is in the region “HT” where the thermocouple is placed. Modelling the 
region only with the objects like “UH” increases the uncertainty of coolant temperature 
calculation. It can be seen that the neutron kinetics module contributes about 17% of the total 
uncertainty. 
 
To compare calculated and measured coolant temperature time series in different regions of 
the assembly head, the Dynamic Time Warping algorithm [15] is used. Fig. 5 shows the cost 
function of alignment for assembly #68 (located on the main diagonal going from the left 
lower corner to the core center). It shows that calculated values in the region “HT” and 
thermocouple measurements are very similar, whereas there is almost no alignment of the 
same thermocouple measurements with calculated values from region “UH”.  

 
 

SUMMARY 
 
The analysis based on the OECD/NEA Benchmark on Kalinin-3 NPP shows that the new 
detailed modelling features of the RPV improve predictive capabilities of the ATHLET/BIPR-
VVER code. The values of the simulated power distribution with measured SPND data as 
well as the comparison of coolant temperature distribution in the upper part of the assembly 
with thermocouple measurements are in a quite good agreement. 

Fig. 5 "Cost density" of calculated and measured coolant temperature time series alignments at 
assembly #68. Left - comparison with "HT" region; right - comparison with "UH" region. Reference 

and query indices are time steps of thermocouple measurements and calculated values 
correspondingly. 



 
The detailed modelling of the reactor pressure vessel plays an important role for the realistic 
prediction of the fluid mixing phenomena in case of asymmetric transients which makes the 
coupled system code ATHLET/BIPR-VVER a valuable tool by performing safety analysis for 
NPPs.  
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